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Director’s Report
This Annual Report 2016/17 we acknowledge and celebrate the warmth,
connection, support and expansion of the Learning for Life (L4Life)
community: our L4Life Village. This is what gives L4Life its heart and soul.
The old adage ‘It takes a village to raise a child’ becomes even more meaningful if that
child has Autism. The child is the centre of our village. Having our children and families
experience genuine care, interest and support from their very first contact with us is
integral to our ethos.
Our focus on the child begins in their homes with our Early Intensive Behavioural
Intervention (EIBI) programs. Their individual needs drive the EIBI program we design for them. As their
skills develop, we extend their learning into their community (childcare, kinder, school, sport/music programs,
etc). The village further extends as we engage with them and other professionals, such as paediatricians,
occupational and speech therapists and educators, supporting the child and their family. Through our school
support programs, the village further expands throughout the school, with benefits to those children’s
families and classmates.
L4Life’s fundraising, grants program, and community-awareness activities arise from the critical outer layer
of supporters for our children and families. These activities include an array of efforts: participating in Run
Melbourne; the quiet, tireless volunteer hours from our Board, subcommittees and events committee
members; pro bono services; quality items donated for fundraising auctions; grants and donations to our Fair
Access Program or other major projects; corporate sponsorship of our ball; or lending a helping hand for a
few hours. We attempt to thank all in our L4Life Village in this report. We value them greatly.
I have been touched by how much our village has strengthened over the years. A highlight this year was
having three marketing interns from Swinburne University who turned Run Melbourne into one of our
leading fundraising events. Another was our inaugural AbiliTEA campaign in Autism Awareness month, April.
Through tea gatherings amongst the community, we aimed to shine a light on the typical abilities that children
with Autism can find so challenging, while celebrating these children’s individual strengths. The High Society
Ball in Nov 2016 was yet another huge effort made possible by many. Our village is also expanding digitally,
with considerable growth in our social media activity and engagement.
So I take this opportunity to thank each and every member of our L4Life Village. The families who trust
their children’s development to our care. Our dedicated staff, board and volunteers who keep L4Life going
everyday. All those in education, health, social welfare and the broader ABA and Autism communities who
work with us. We appreciate their collaborative spirit. Last, but far from least, I thank all of our supporters
who keep us buoyed as an organisation and in spirit in so many ways. We are grateful to them from the
bottom of our hearts for valuing each L4Life child and family as unique, special and worthy of their support.
Mary Muirhead, OAM
Chair and Director
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Business Manager/
Clinical Consultant’s Report
At L4Life, we provide each service and foster every connection with
the awareness of the positive contributions that individuals with
an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) can make to our society.
Looking towards L4Life’s future requires historical understanding of our mission to
provide the highest standard of Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) based services to
help children with ASD and their families reach their full potential, regardless of their
financial circumstances.
We continue our emphasis on ABA because it is the most effective early intervention therapy available for children
with ASD that is based on established research evidence. This effectiveness is supported by 30 years of global research
and is acknowledged in the Australian Government’s 2012 Early Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders:
Guidelines for Good Practice. Yet, at up to $100,000/year, ABA is inaccessible to many children, particularly those from
financially disadvantaged families.
The challenges individuals with ASD face throughout their lifespan can prevent recognition of their strengths. At L4Life,
we ensure our services address these challenges from early childhood through secondary school so that strengths,
often camouflaged, are revealed and recognised within their community. We outline these services in detail on pages
5 to 7 of this report.
At L4Life, we have also identified leadership and advocacy as fundamental components of our strategic plan. We
participate in the ABA Round Table meetings through the Autism Behavioural Intervention Association (ABIA). Our
research into the effectiveness of ABA therapy and its impact on families is an ongoing priority for us. Our senior staff
members regularly conduct training workshops for families, potential therapists, and educators and speak at ABA/ASD
conferences. A major highlight this year was the ‘Expect More’ ABA Today Conference where three senior staff delivered
presentations and our international consultant, Lovaas Institute CEO Scott Wright, conducted a masterclass. We also
participated in several community-based events, including the International Women’s Day Breakfast hosted by Women
in Rotary with our Co-patron Tom Gleisner.
Helping families to access the appropriate supports through the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) has
featured this year as a priority at L4Life. We are incredibly fortunate to have the position of NDIS Coordinator
funded to support this process. This position has allowed us to understand the best way to navigate its many changing
processes to achieve best outcomes for our families. With NDIS funding and our Fair Access Program subsidies, we
have reason to hope that our families will access necessary therapy hours to help their children thrive.
I extend my gratitude to everyone in our L4Life Village. The wonderful families who trust their children to us, our
amazing staff who are wholeheartedly committed to the therapy they provide, our Board of Directors, the volunteers
and professional services organisations that provide countless hours and pro-bono support as we develop best business
practices and, of course, our financial supporters. Together, they enable us to provide the best outcomes for children
with Autism, the centre of our village.
Pam Roy
Business Manager and Clinical Consultant
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Our Mission We provide the highest standard of Autism services,

based on the principles of Applied Behavioural Analysis, to help children with Autism
and their families achieve their full potential, regardless of their financial circumstances.
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The Child
The Child and their wellbeing is at
the core of our efforts and those of
our community. To help a child with
Autism become as independent and
productive as possible, we offer a range
of services to address the multiple
needs they may experience from early
childhood through secondary school.

Pre-School and
Early School Years:
Early Intensive Behavioural
Intervention (EIBI) Therapy
Because a child’s development during their earliest years is crucial to their life outcomes, Early Intensive
Behavioural Intervention (EIBI) therapy is a fundamental service we provide. We offer two models of
EIBI therapy: The Full-Service Model and the Consultancy Model. Both of these models are based on the
principles of ABA and include transitional school support to help the child shift as smoothly as possible from
their EIBI program into their new educational environment.

Full-Service Model (FSM)
L4Life provides a complete ABA program to the child, usually within their home. In addition to conducting
the therapy itself, we design the child’s program, recruit and train the child’s therapist team,
organise all of the therapists’ sessions and undertake ongoing program reviews and adjustments.
We also conduct fortnightly meetings between parents, the therapist team and the team’s Clinical
Supervisor to review the child’s progress, hear parental feedback and concerns, and adjust the
child’s program accordingly. The intensity and duration of a child’s program depend on their individual skill
levels, age and family circumstances.

34

children in
the Full-Service
Model

Consultancy Model (CM)
The Consultancy Model offers families a more self-managed approach to their child’s ABA program
whereby the family recruits, employs and organises the therapist team and L4Life provides the Program
Supervisor. The L4Life Program Supervisor designs the child’s program, supervises its ongoing delivery
by the family’s therapist team, meets fortnightly with the team including the child’s parents and trains
them in effective ABA-based strategies so they can independently reinforce the child’s therapy
during and after the child’s program.

17

Scott Wright, CEO/President of the US-based Lovaas Institute, is available to review each L4Life
child’s EIBI program during his annual clinical visit to Melbourne. The Lovaas Institute, a globally
recognised organisation in ABA therapy and delivery, has been our senior consulting body since our 2004
beginning. Scott is available remotely for consultation as needed.
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‘From Day 1, Learning for Life was a caring and
thoughtful organisation that took the time to get to
know me, and my son, to ensure Hugo would receive
an ABA program that was of the utmost quality and
tailored to his unique needs. They understood that
my boy does have the capacity to learn—just not
the same way as the other kids!’
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The School Years:
Kinder through Secondary School
Autism impacts each child on the spectrum differently
through their school years. Children can struggle
with the social, communication and/or cognitive
demands of school. Transitions from an EIBI program
to Kinder, Kinder to primary school, or from primary
to secondary school, can be particularly fraught.
L4Life offers several services—the School Behavioural Support Program,
Inclusion Works Program and the Secret Agent Society Social Skills
Program—to address the many and varying needs of children with Autism
throughout their school years.

School Behavioural Support Program (SBSP)
The SBSP helps children with ASD, their families and schools develop strategies to give these children the
strongest opportunity for educational success while also addressing individual family and school
considerations.

28

A L4Life Program Supervisor works with each child in the classroom and advises the teacher,
school and family on best academic, social and general behavioural support strategies for assisting
the child. The SBSP is open to all children in the ASD community, regardless of whether or not they have
completed a L4Life EIBI program.

children assisted
through the School
Behavioural Support
Program

Inclusion Works (IW)
L4Life’s ‘Inclusion Works’ (IW) program is an innovative, school capacity-building program that benefits
individual students with Autism as well as their classroom peers. It focuses on building teachers’ skills
in delivering effective behavioural management strategies to strengthen their current and
future students’ opportunity for educational success. IW is distinctive for its ‘learning by doing’
component: The L4Life Supervisor guides teachers/aides in actually applying these strategies with
their individual students with ASD through a full school year. We offer this program to schools
throughout Victoria and it is our model of choice for assisting schools in Victoria’s rural areas. We currently
deliver IW at Alexandra Primary School in Alexandra and Mooroopna Primary School in Shepparton.

23

children
supported
through
Inclusion Works

Secret Agent Society Social Skills Program (SAS)
This revolutionary social skills program is designed to improve the emotional understanding and social skills
of 8 to 12 year olds with high-functioning ASD. Developed by the Queensland-based Social Skills Training
Institute, SAS teaches crucial skills, including how to: recognise emotions in themselves and others; express
Secret Agent Society
feelings in appropriate ways; start, continue and end conversations
program materials
and play activities with others; cope with feelings of anger and
anxiety; manage bullying; handle new situations; and ask for help
when needed. L4Life conducts SAS out of its centre and in
schools. Our SAS program is tailored to achieve the highest outcomes
by selecting a cohort that will be mutually beneficial to each student in
the group. All sessions are delivered by a qualified psychologist and a
program supervisor.

6

children supported
through the Secret
Agent Society
Skills Program
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Parents, Families
and Carers
The people who care for their child daily—those who co-exist
with them day and night and are responsible for their
nurturing—are the next tier of our village. They include
parents, guardians, siblings and often grandparents and other
family carers. Our children depend upon them for their
survival. But the experience of caring for a child with Autism
can be a tough one.
Expert testimony in the Victorian Parliament’s June 2017 Inquiry into
services for people with Autism Spectrum Disorder reported that ‘families
of those with Autism have the highest levels of stress and the lowest quality
of life when compared to not only typically developing families but to other
families of children with developmental disabilities.’
Through our parent/carer training, we empower these individuals with
the independent skills to reinforce their child’s development in their
therapists’ absence and after the end of their child’s EIBI program. We
deliver this training to parents and carers throughout their child’s
EIBI programs and through workshops at L4Life and the Autism
Behavioural Intervention Association (ABIA).

ABA Training for Parents and Carers
Through our EIBI programs
Parent/carer training is a fundamental part of both our Full-Service and Consultancy Models. Therapists
regularly teach parents/carers effective strategies so they can interact with their child as independently
and constructively as possible. We review these strategies at fortnightly meetings with the
parents/carers, therapist team and Clinical Supervisor, always considering the individual family’s
needs and circumstances, and monthly with our Clinical Director, Emma Miller. Our Clinical
Consultant/Business Manager, Pam Roy, is regularly involved in consulting on individual family
needs. The Lovaas Institute’s President/CEO, Scott Wright, further reviews each family’s strategies during his
annual visit to Melbourne.

136

approximate number
of parents/siblings
benefitting from our
EIBI Programs

Through L4Life Parent/Carer Training Workshops
Conducted by our Program Supervisors over three hours, this training demonstrates the teaching process and
behaviour management skills we use in our EIBI programs: our Full-Service Model and Consultancy Model.
We presented this seminar twice to parents and family members with a child enrolled in either one of
these models.

5

This training is in addition to the individualised support that therapists provide for parents/carers
throughout their children’s programs, and to the consultancy support they receive from Pam Roy and
Scott Wright.

Parent/
Carer
workshops
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‘‘ ’’
ABA therapy helped my brother learn so many
skills and helped him to be more independent.
This has meant that I don’t need to worry about
being a full-time carer for him in the future
and can follow my own path. ABA didn’t just
improve Angus’s life. It improved my parents’ lives,
my sister’s life and my life as well.

Annabelle Hale — sister of Angus
and daughter of L4Life Co-founder
and Co-patron, Dr Amanda Sampson

Through the Autism Behavioural
Intervention Association (ABIA)

ABIA is the peak Victorian body for ABA delivery.
ABIA provides training, education and support
to carers and professionals working with children
with Autism. Since its beginning, L4Life has had a
strong partnership with ABIA, together working
to build community training in, and awareness of,
ABA therapy and its effectiveness.
We delivered three training sessions to parents in
the wider Autism community through ABIA.

Fraser back in 2011.
Fraser’s Fair Access ABA program was made possible
with funding from the Samuel Nissen Foundation
and Daniel Scott Estate (managed by Perpetual)
and the L4Life Endowment Fund.

‘‘

‘My grandson Fraser being able to
receive a L4Life ABA program has
been a wonderful achievement.
L4Life gave my daughter Marnie
tremendous support and guidance.
Plus, having wonderful caring
therapists come into our own home
was a logistical blessing. Seeing
Fraser flourish with confidence,
love, respect, educational success
and, most of all, holding meaningful
friendships has made me a very
proud grandmother. We are most
grateful for the grant bestowed to
Fraser. He would not have progressed
and reached the outcome he has
today. Our family shall always by
indebted to you and the benefactor.’

’’

Jean — Fraser’s grandmother
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‘‘

I began working with L4Life in 2011 after hearing about it from a friend at University.
I knew little about ABA when I first started, but my enthusiasm for my job quickly grew
as I began to realise just how much of a difference we were making in these families’ lives.
I worked as a therapist with several families over the years, including in kindergartens
and schools. This experience inspired me to further my education, and I completed my
Masters in Educational Psychology at the University of Melbourne in 2015. I now work as
an ABA program supervisor and psychologist at L4Life and love the diversity of my role.’

Learning4Life Annual Report 2016-17 #7.indd 11
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Sam — L4Life Psychologist/Supervisor
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L4Life Therapists
and Staff

Training
Workin

Through A
ASD comm
developing

L4Life therapists and staff are committed to providing the highest standard
of Autism services for the child. This requires not only training our own
therapists in best-practice ABA therapy delivery, but also training therapists
throughout the broader community, including rural Victoria, through ABIA.
We strive to create a career path with leadership opportunities for our therapists and
also provide a University Placement program for students interested in learning more
about ABA.
Our Clinical staff support best-practice ABA therapy delivery to children with Autism
in other ways as well. Foremost amongst these are our research initiatives providing
evidence of our EIBI/ABA programs’ effectiveness within a community setting.
L4Life
Program Supervisor
Tiffany Poljakovic

For ABA Therapists within L4Life
We train all of our therapists using the Lovaas Institute’s Certification Training Program. Our training is
comprehensive and includes evaluating performance-based objectives relevant to the implementation
of behavioural intervention for children with Autism. Consequently, while there is a stringent academic
component to each certification level, the larger component of the process requires a practical demonstration
of skills learned through theory.

39

Therapist
staff

We are committed to nurturing our ABA therapists’ careers within the organisation and the broader
ASD community. In addition to further training, we provide a mentor system and social events, create
leadership opportunities to represent L4Life at conferences and ensure opportunities for career
progression and development.

University Student Placement
Program

22
4

L4Life’s University Student Placement
Program aims to provide students with an
Staff
in-depth understanding of ASD, and the
training effectiveness of early intensive behavioural
sessions intervention.
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Through this program, we provide students
with theoretical and prac tical training
under psychologist and program supervisor
University monitoring. Within therapy sessions, we
Placement give students responsibilities that include
data collec tion, setting up program
students
materials, participating in specific learning
activities for the children and playing with
them to improve their social engagement.
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Training for Aspiring ABA Therapists
Working in the Broader ASD Community
Through ABIA, L4Life senior staff also provide training for aspiring ABA therapists, as well as to the wider
ASD community. ABIA’s three-day, Level 1 Therapist Training course is a particularly popular module for
developing an initial foundation for theoretical and practical knowledge about ABA therapy delivery.

Our Research
Since our 2004 beginning, one of our major objectives has been to help
fill the gap in Australian-specific Autism research into ABA therapy’s
effectiveness. This knowledge gap is a barrier to building public and
private sector support for intensive ABA therapy delivery to Australian
children with ASD. It is also a barrier to families pursuing this therapy for
their children on the spectrum.
We have collected assessment test results and sessional data on almost
every child who has graduated from our Full-Service Model. As a result,
we are in the exceptional position of possessing a wealth of information
on a cohort of 40+ Australian children.
L4Life Educational and Development Psychologist,

Study 1: Outcomes following a community based early
Clinical Supervisor and Research Coordinator, Sarah Wood,
presenting at the 2017 ABA Conference
intensive behaviour intervention program for children
on the topic of disclosing an ASD diagnosis.
with Autism in Australia
We have recently completed this first study to analyse these children’s
outcomes, e.g. how many achieved ‘best outcomes’ and what skill gains they achieved. The study shows how
children progressed through their ABA programs and demonstrates the effectiveness of our Full Service
Model. It is distinctive as the only research conducted to date on the effectiveness of intensive, early
intervention, home-based ABA programs conducted exclusively on a community-based cohort of Australian
children. It is currently under review for publication.
Study 2: The Identification of Variables Linked to Predicting Outcomes
for Children with Autism
This second study, currently underway, explores the potential predictive links between the development of
key skills early in intervention and later overall outcomes. This information will provide important insight into
how the nature of a child’s response to their ABA program impacts his or her pathways.
Study 3: Parent Stress and Early Intensive
Behaviour Intervention
This third study is analysing parent stress around
their children’s ABA programs. On the one hand,
the suppor t and proactive treatment a family
receives via their child’s ABA program can be
extremely positive. On the other, the all-consuming
experience of receiving up to 40 hours a week can
be overwhelming. By helping us understand what
elements of ABA therapy do, or do not, heighten
parental stress, this study will give us important
insight into how we can better support parents
during the therapy process.

L4Life Timetables Coordinator, Claire Taptil; Clinical Supervisor Tiffany Poljakovic;
Chair/Director Mary Muirhead; L4Life Psychologists/Clinical Supervisors Samantha Boyle
and Sarah Wood; and NDIS Coordinator/Senior Therapist Emma Davies.

13
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Monash University Mindfulness Project
As part of our concern about therapy delivery and parent stress, the Research Subcommittee is collaborating
with Angelika Anderson and Dennis Moore from Monash University on a Mindfulness Project. The project’s
aim is to identify if a Mindfulness program designed specifically for parents of children with Autism can
alleviate their stress and anxiety and impact the rate of their child’s learning.

Behind the Scenes

Claire Taptil

Claire Taptil, our Timetables Coordinator, organises all therapists, children, families
and senior clinical staff to ensure therapy sessions, fortnightly program review
meetings and school consultancies take place. Claire also facilitates training sessions
for ABIA.
Christine Darcas looks after our trusts and foundations research and strategy
and writes our grant submissions. She is also our Marketing Communications
Coordinator, strategizing, organizing and writing our marketing and communications
activities with Mary Muirhead and Pam Roy.

Christine Darcas

Carol Barclay is responsible for reception, payroll, office maintenance, and client
and therapist documentation processing amongst other duties, and keeps our office
ticking. Carol is often the first contact for many of our families.
The Board of Directors is made up of parents and professionals from the medical,
behavioural therapy, business strategy, governance, IT, human resources, and media
fields. Our Board works quietly and diligently to ensure that L4Life effectively and
sustainably addresses the multiple needs of children with Autism and their families.

Carol Barclay
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‘‘

The enduring benefit of the Inclusion Works Program is that the funds invested in
the program have not just assisted the targeted students with ASD. The nature of
the program has given our teachers the skills and understanding to apply what they
have learned and experienced to future students in future classes. Unlike a oneday professional development seminar provided to the teachers about dealing with
ASD, the teachers practice the skills they have learned each day with feedback and
guidance provided weekly. Over the course of the program, how our staff effectively
deal with students with ASD at our school has become second nature.’

Learning4Life Annual Report 2016-17 #7.indd 15

’’

—Vicky Draper, Principal, Alexandra Primary School
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Schools and
Educators
The next village tier that impacts the child
contains their school and educators. Education is
a major influence on a child’s lifelong outcomes,
whether the child is ‘typically developing’ or
not. However, the individualised needs of
children with Autism can present significant
challenges, not just for the child, but for their
educators and broader school community.
Inclusion Works at
Mooroopna Primary
School, Shepparton.
From left:
Principal,
Steve Rogers;
L4Life Supervisor,
Carlie McGough;
Assistant Principal,
Karen Goodwin.
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The consequences throughout the Australian school system are well documented, most recently in the June
2017 Victorian Parliament Inquiry into services for people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. Only approximately
20% of people with Autism advance beyond school. For those who attend school, 86% report difficulty fitting
in socially, learning or communicating.
L4Life offers a variety of services to help educators develop skills to deliver effective ABA-based strategies
for their current and future students with Autism: Our School Behavioural Support Program, Inclusion
Works School Consultancy Program, and specialised training workshops through Autism Behavioural
Intervention Association (ABIA).

School Behavioural Support Program (SBSP)
Through L4Life’s SBSP, a L4Life Program Supervisor works with each child in the classroom and advises
the teacher, school and family on best academic, social and general behaviour support strategies so
that child has the strongest opportunity for educational integration and success. The L4Life Program
Supervisor is also available to provide professional development in ABA-based behaviour management
strategies to the classroom teacher and broader school staff as needed.

schools in our
Behavioural
Support
Program

Inclusion Works School Consultancy Program (IW)

31

L4Life’s ‘Inclusion Works’ program is an innovative school capacity-building initiative that gives teachers
the independent competence to deliver effective behavioural management strategies to their current and
future students with Autism, strengthening these students’ opportunity for educational success. IW
educators across
is distinctive for its ‘learning by doing’ component: The L4Life Program Supervisor guides teachers/
two schools
trained via
aides in actually applying these strategies with their students with ASD one day per week through a
Inclusion Works
full school year. Teachers’ strengthened skills also benefit other students with cognitive, behavioural
and social challenges. We offer this program to schools throughout Victoria. It is our model of choice for
assisting schools in the state’s rural areas.

24

educator
training sessions
through ABIA

Educator Skill Training through the ABIA

L4Life senior staff provide additional educator training workshops through ABIA. These
accredited, professional development programs focus on training early childhood educators,
teachers and integration aides on strategies and programs to help them effectively teach, and
interact with, their current and future students with Autism.
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Supporters

600

also to Ch
Annie Glei

L4Life would not be here today, helping an increasing number of children and families impacted
by Autism, without the generosity of our supporters. Our Village is further
event
attendees
expanded and strengthened by their invaluable contributions—whether it’s
(approximate) through volunteering, fundraising support, pro bono services, event attendance or
private or philanthropic organisational donations.

Run Melbourne
We were ver y for tunate to have the sun shine upon us on Sunday, 24 July
2016 for L4Life’s 8th Run Melbourne event. We revved up the campaign with
three celebrity team ambassadors: Tiffiny Hall, Ed Kavalee and Tom Gleisner.
Approximately 30 individuals—past and present supporters and families, staff and
board members—participated in what was a very heart-warming and enjoyable day.
We raised over $19,000, a record amount! This was due in no small part to our inaugural
group of Swinburne marketing interns—Natalia Molini, James Pound and Shelby
Hohnberg—who organized everything from the T-shirts to all of our social media.

High Society Ball
Our biannual fundraising ball took place on 25 November 2016 at Leonda on the Yarra. To the theme ‘High
Society’, guests partook in drinks, canapés and a sumptuous three-course meal while dancing in a nostalgic
setting, complete with floral displays, reminiscent of a 1950’s movie set. L4Life Co-Patron Tom Gleisner
hosted the evening and our long-time supporter Antony Woodley from Marshall White
conducted the live auction that raised over $25,000 from high quality prizes ranging from
tropical holidays to sailing on the Tall Ship, Tenacious. Our silent auction raised a further
$13,000 and our new Diamonds are a Girls Best Friend draw raised another $4,380. The
raffle was also popular with great prizes donated from Portsea Village Resort, Crown
Metropol, Shadowfax Wines and more. In total, the evening raised close to $70,000.
The highlight of the night was parent presentations by two couples who shared their
stories of how their lives were profoundly and positively changed as a result of being
able to access L4Life’s early intervention programs.
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The band ‘The Club’ featured at our High Society Ball.
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Our ball would not have been possible without the
support of our sponsors: WCD Workers’ Compensation
Solutions, Bendigo Bank (Canterbury, Ashburton, Surrey Hills
and Balwyn community branches) and Shadowfax
core
Wines, plus our venue sponsor Leonda by the
volunteers,
Yarra and print sponsor Snap Preston. These
including Board
organisations are long-time members of the
L4Life village. Our Ball Committee—Rashmee Bala, Josette
Bradley, Helen Chesbrough, Clare Cross, Anna Dunn, Mary
Muirhead, Megan Power, Sue O’Shea and Gill Walton—also
worked tirelessly to make the night a success. Many thanks

Charity
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also to Chris Hanger for the graphics and to our young, enthusiastic volunteers Sam Cross, Nuala Bradley,
Annie Gleisner, Alice Gleisner, Magdalene Haage, Alice Pryor, Laura Pryor and Charlie Dunn.

Charity Drive Days
In October 2016 we were thrilled to receive an unexpected donation of $30,000
from Charity Drive Days, a registered charity made up of a group of passionate
racing car aficionados. L4Life was one of the beneficiary charities of the event.
Charity Drive Days’ Greg LaManna has supported L4Life since its beginning.

International Women’s Day Breakfast
On 8 March 2017, our Co-Founder and Co-Patron Tom Gleisner once again hosted
the Women in Rotary’s International Women’s Day breakfast at Palladium Crown
Melbourne. We hosted a table of L4Life women supporters, board members and
staff to listen to Kitty Chiller, Chef de Mission for the Australian Olympic team in Rio de Janiero, Susan Alberti
AC, David Thodey AO, Elida Brereton and Robert Stary discuss this year’s topic, ‘Women Leaders: What
Does It Take?’ L4Life was very fortunate to be a beneficiary of this event, receiving $6,000.

L4Life Co-founder
and Co-patron
Tom Gleisner with
Charity Drive Days’
Cameron Smith.

Melbourne Pathology
On 20 December 2016, we were presented with a cheque for $17,070 from
David Pinkus, CEO of Melbourne Pathology. The staff at Melbourne Pathology
chose L4Life to be the beneficiary of their annual fundraising ball. In February
2017, Mary Muirhead and Pam Roy delivered a presentation to the staff at
their Tuesday Topic lunch session to thank them and explain Autism and the
work we do at L4Life in greater detail.

StageArt’s Production of The Full Monty
In March, Melbourne’s acclaimed independent production company, StageArt, in association with
The National Theatre Melbourne, presented The Full Monty. StageArt kindly donated $6,810 of the
proceeds from this highly entertaining production to L4Life. Executive Producers Katherine Armstrong and
Robbie Carmellotti have been long-time L4Life supporters. We are grateful for their continued interest in
assisting our work.

L4Life Chair Mary
Muirhead
with Melbourne
Pathology CEO
David Pinkus.

AbiliTEA for Autism Awareness Month
During April, Autism Awareness month, we wanted to focus on skills learned in
our EIBI/ABA programs that lead to other abilities later in life. A tea party, with its
imitation, communication and social demands, is a poignant example of an early
childhood learning activity that children on the spectrum can struggle with.
So we set about encouraging members of our L4Life community to conduct
AbiliTEAs—tea parties—to raise awareness about Autism, and the value of these
EIBI programs as well as raise funds to support them.
Natalia Molini joined us to support our AbiliTEA effort, executing all the social
media and a fun ‘mug shot’ campaign featuring selfie shots of L4Life supporters
with mugs and the hashtags #L4LMugshot, #L4LAutism and #AbiliTEA2017. We launched the campaign at
Café Blac in Hawthorn. A huge thank you to Dr Christine Kotsios for sharing her story about undertaking a
L4Life EIBI program for her son, Hugo. In addition to a generous range of donated raffle items for the event,
we introduced our new greeting cards designed by L4Life graduates Michael and Charlie.

The AbiliTEA
campaign launch
at Café Blac in
Hawthorn.
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‘‘

Rashmee and Guhan Bala
at L4Life’s High Society Ball.

‘As volunteers with Learning for Life
from the very beginning it has been
wonderful to see how it has grown
from strength to strength. We are
proud to be involved with an
organisation where we can actually
see and hear how the funds raised
have changed the lives of young
children and their families. Over the
years, we have met so many selfless
and dedicated people who have
come together and become part of
the Learning for Life Community
and would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for being
able to be a part of that.’

Eight AbiliTEAS were held through
April by Susanne West (Scott,
Charlie , Nate and Foundation
House), Addie De Nittis (Spectrum
Personal Fitness), Melanie Larkey,
M a r y B re s t , N a t a s h a K ap o o r
( Te l s t r a ) a n d D av i d F av re t to
(Global X Solutions). Annabelle
Hale hosted a vir tual AbiliTEA
online whereby she drew friends’
favourite coffee mugs to help raise
funds. The AbiliTEA campaign
raised approximately $8,920.
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Biscuits designed by
Lisa Roberton of Love. Eat. Cake.

In addition to the AbiliTEAs, the Verrios family contributed to Autism
Awareness month by holding a market stall at the Camberwell market on
Easter Sunday, donating all proceeds to L4Life.

’’

— Rashmee and Guhan Bala
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Our greeting cards designed by L4Life graduates Charlie and Michael.

Philanthropic Support
Our philanthropic support remained heartening through FY 2016/17, enabling us to expand our activities
to help an increasing number of children with Autism and their families. We were very fortunate to partner
with philanthropic supporters in a number of our L4Life strategic initiatives:

Inclusion Works
Thanks to a grant from the Helen MacPherson Smith Trust, we initiated our new Inclusion Works (IW)
program at Mooroopna Primary School in Shepparton in 2017. Mooroopna Primary is the first regional
school to implement IW after we successfully piloted the program at Alexandra Primary in 2015/16. Given
its flexibility as a scalable, cost-efficient and effective program that builds educators’ skills to support their
current and future students with Autism, IW will continue to be a grant focus for us in the foreseeable future.
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Research
Following on from their 2015/16 granting, the Grace and Emilio Foundation
kindly continued to support our two research studies into our outcomes and
the predictive variables relating to those outcomes.

NDIS Coordinator
Our NDIS Coordinator role, established with grants from the 5 Point
Foundation and the J & Hope Knell Trust Fund, has been essential in ensuring
that our families benefit from the NDIS as much as possible.
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With a grant from the John and Betty Laidlaw Legacy—a foundation that has generously supported us since 2013—we
are moving forward with the planning phase to construct a playground for our new Kew premises. At 30 June 2017,
additional funding was being sought for the remainder of the project. Given our growth, this playground will be a
welcome addition for the increasing number of children receiving therapy at our centre.

Fair Access Program
Our Fair Access Program, which subsidises our EIBI ABA-based programs for preschool
children with ASD from financially disadvantaged families, continues to be our biggest
challenge in terms of seeking philanthropic support. Given that one child’s EIBI program
can cost up to $100K/year for as many as four years, requesting funds for this program
can seem like a relatively big ask. We continue to stress the positive ripple effect financial
support has on families with an ASD child— improving the outcomes of the entire family
as well as reducing the burden on the broader social costs on the wider community.
We are very thankful to several organisations that have supported Fair Access over
multiple years: The Samuel Nissen Charitable Foundation; Igniting Change Foundation;
the William Angliss Charitable Fund; the John & Betty Laidlaw Legacy, managed by
Equity Trustees; the Collier Charitable Fund; Lesley McMullin Foundation; and a fund that prefers to remain anonymous.
We were also delighted to welcome the Carleton Family Trust as a Fair Access supporter. We are grateful for these
organisations as well as for the many private donors and family foundations
that have contributed and continue to believe in our work. Thanks to
them, plus L4Life’s Endowment Fund, we were able to finance the majority
‘Women in Rotary recognizes that
of the annual clinically recommended hours for 12 children with ASD
some members of our community
from financially disadvantaged families.
As the NDIS rolls out through Victoria, we are hopeful it will provide
further relief to our subsidised families and enable us to extend our
support to even more families. However, the evidence to date indicates
that NDIS funding still falls short of covering the full therapy needs of
children severely impacted by ASD. Additionally, it will not be Victoriawide until 2019, meaning that many children with ASD will live their
formative preschool years—the years when our therapy has the greatest
impact on their future life course—prior to its availability. We remain
committed to the Fair Access Program as the pillar for achieving one of
our key objectives of providing financial support to families who would not
otherwise be able to afford this type of intervention.

‘‘

have additional needs and after
recognizing the excellent work
of Learning for Life, we were
delighted to include them as one of
our chosen charities for both our
2016 and 2017 International
Women’s Day breakfasts.’

’’

Kerry Kornhauser, OAM
Founder and Chair, Women in Rotary
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Financial Report

Revenue

We are pleased to report a comprehensive surplus of $114,316 and revenues of $1,586,951. The consistency
of this year’s results continues on from the implementation of stringent financial governance along with
income diversification strategies that form an integral part of our strategic plan.
The surplus this year was driven in large part by an increase in outside funding
sources. We are very fortunate to have continued support from fundraising
events and philanthropic sources. Total income from these sources increased
by $128,964, with our bi-annual Ball held in November 2016 being a major
contributor. We must again recognise the ongoing efforts of Tom Gleisner and
Mary Muirhead in promoting awareness of the work we do and attracting such
a loyal and generous supporter base.
We have been able to direct $232,964 in subsidy funds to support families in
our Fair Access Program and are confident that we will be able to continue our
current subsidised families through to the end of FY 2017/2018. The NDIS is
also having a positive impact on our families residing in its rollout regions. Our
NDIS Coordinator has been working closely with our families and their program supervisors to support
them in their NDIS applications. Four of our families received NDIS plans in this financial year, enabling them
to provide more comprehensive support for their children. We have seen that the planning phase is crucial
to successful NDIS outcomes and have started this process for our 14 families who will be eligible for the
NDIS in November 2017. As the NDIS rollout continues across Victoria, we anticipate being able to direct
our subsidy funds to a greater number of children.
Our cash reserve funds at 30 June 2017 are being held in a cash management fund. We have committed
87% of these funds to ensure ongoing sustainability of our Fair Access Program along with investment in
our strategic priorities. These include a move to larger premises so we can increase our service offerings
over the next three years. We continue to be excited about L4Life’s future while being mindful of ensuring
our financial sustainability. Strong and vital connections with our philanthropic and community supporters
continue to be a crucial factor in our success.
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Revenue from Operating Activities — FY 2016/17
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Grants
Grants
6%
6%

$99,000
$99,000

Donations
Donations
17%
$262,264
17%
$262,264
EndowmentFund
Fund
Endowment
5%
$86,760
5%
$86,760
Consulting
Consulting
3%
$49,462
3%
$49,462
Other
Other
2%
2%

$25,889
$25,889

Total
Total
100% $1,586,951
$1,586,951
100%

Statement of Profit or Loss and
Other Comprehensive Income
for the Year ended 30 June 2017

Revenue
Operating Activities
Other Income

$1,561,062
$25,889

Expenses
Employee related costs

$1,259,608

Grant and fundraising costs

$59,027

Psychology test fees

$13,223

Occupancy costs

$42,513

Insurance expense

$3,886

Depreciation

$3,123

Other expenses
Total expenses

$91,255
$1,472,635

Surplus for the year

$114,316

Total comprehensive result

$114,316
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Jayden’s Emergence
By Carly — Jayden’s mum
I guess the very first part of our journey came before Jayden’s diagnosis. He has always
been a very gentle and placid little boy with such a sweet personality; he wouldn’t hurt a
fly. Although he’s much bigger than kids his age, he’s the
boy who will sit back calmly and happily while another
child half his size pushes past him to the slide.
When he was much younger he was quite vocal with his ‘mum mum
mum’ and ‘dad dad dad’ and ‘nan nan nan’. After a little while though he
didn’t say these as much and he never said them to gain that person’s
attention. Still, so many people said to us, ‘Boys are just slower’ or ‘He’s
so clever he’ll talk soon’. He could point to me if you said ‘Where’s
mum?’, but would never say ‘Mum’ to get my attention— something a
lot of parents take for granted—and he still hasn’t to this day.
When Jayden was a little more than two and a half years old, we started
speech therapy for half an hour a fortnight. My instinct said it wasn’t
nearly enough, so we changed our speech pathologist and did an hour a
week and I did follow-up activities with him at home. After two months,
our speech pathologist, Bec, suggested that a paediatrician assess him so we could see if there were other
ways we could also support him. Deep down I knew where this was headed. Although she spoke with me
gently, I just knew she was thinking what I was thinking and that perhaps I had been in denial a little bit.
We booked in to see a paediatrician, Associate Professor Marks, at the Royal Children’s Hospital. It was a
very nerve-wracking appointment, but he was lovely from the start. I filled out the necessary paperwork
beforehand and then answered his many questions about Jayden in his office while Jayden played. As a parent,
it is very hard to take your child to an appointment when you know they are going to be scrutinised, so I was
pulling all the toys out of the box that I knew Jayden would love to play with. At this appointment Professor
Marks suggested Jayden might have Autism. Even though deep down I felt that’s what I was going to hear,
there is still nothing that prepares you for that moment.
The two following psychologist appointments were a whirlwind of emotions. I was grateful to be on this path
to see what support we could get for my baby, but I was also very nervous and felt like I was betraying Jayden.
There were parent questionnaires I had to fill out that were challenging. I found myself going in to bat for
Jayden. When he wasn’t 100% at the second session I kept saying so to the psychologist. It was heartbreaking
watching him try to engage with Jayden when Jayden just didn’t want a bar of him.
For example, at the first session the psychologist showed Jayden how to use the kind of bell that we see in
places like a Fish and Chip shop. Jayden didn’t understand it. Even though the psychologist tried to reassure me
that we could try again at the next session, I thought ‘No one is going to say my child has Autism just because
he doesn’t know how to use a bell he hasn’t seen’. So I went to Kmart and bought one of those bells and taught
Jayden how to use it. I was so excited at that second session for the psychologist to bring the bell out, but he
didn’t. Joke’s on me now because I still have that bell at home and Jayden just loves to ring it!
A couple of weeks later, in April 2016, when Jayden was nearly three years old, the psychologist diagnosed
him with Autism Spectrum Disorder. It was heartbreaking. No one wants to know that life is going to be hard
for their child or have their child labelled. No one.
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My first question to the paediatrician was ‘What is
the best thing that we can do for Jayden?’ As well
as explaining that each child is different and what
works for one child might not work for another,
he suggested ABA therapy. I had never heard of
ABA before. He explained that it is too expensive
for many families that he’d worked with, but that
it is the most effective early intervention based
on research. So away we went to research ABA
therapy. We read many parents’ accounts online,
looked up service providers, read success stories
and became as knowledgeable about it as we could.
Although ABA sounded amazing, my main concern
was that I didn’t want to change Jayden. I wanted
to help him with his challenges, but I didn’t want
to take away his personality and mould him into
someone else. He was already perfect.
Once we had decided that ABA was the way for
us, I took the Level 1 Therapist Training course at
ABIA to learn more about it and how to do ABA
therapy with Jayden. I wanted to help Jayden in any
way that I could. Although it was a very emotionally
draining time for me, I learnt so much in those
three days that I still use to this day.
But I knew Jayden needed more intensive therapy
than I could give him. We had narrowed our
choice down to L4Life and another organisation.
Because the other organisation had a supervisor
a n d t h e r ap i s t re ad y to wo r k w i t h J ayd e n
i m m e d i a te ly, we we n t
with them. We slowly
built up some hours but
my instinct again told me
he was not getting enough
suppor t. In fairness to
them, they were building
u p s t a f f a n d c o u l d n’t
o f fe r t h e e x t r a h o u r s
we needed. I got back in
touch with Pam at L4Life
and enrolled him there.
We c o m p l e te d t h e L 4 L i fe a s s e s s m e n t s , a
combination of parent questionnaires and testing
for Jayden with a L4Life psychologist. By then, the
differences between Jayden’s Dad and me were

becoming obvious. I saw this path as necessary. His
Dad, on the other hand, struggled. When the time
came for the feedback and results, I went alone.
Jayden then s t ar ted ABA therapy with his
Supervisor, Tiff Poljakovic. I attended these sessions
to learn how to run therapy sessions myself. This
was a challenge for both Jayden and me. I used to
wear a loose, bright singlet over my clothes when
we did sessions, then take it off when they finished
so he could tell the difference between Mum and
Therapist Mum. Sometimes I felt like Jayden felt
betrayed by me. I was supposed to be his release.
I won’t lie and say it was all rosy. There were days
I would run two therapy programs then finish and
sob on the floor. I would compose myself and
begin again. We did get there though so that Jayden
works well with me.
When Jayden began therapy he didn’t have much
eye contact, couldn’t communicate his wants or
needs and didn’t interact very well with people. He
was never bothered by them or upset. He would
simply take himself to another place where he
could do what he wanted. He was also obsessed
with wrapping paper. Whenever we went to the
supermarket, Jayden insisted we go to the $2 shop
nearby and buy a roll of wrapping paper because
he liked carrying it around. He couldn’t tolerate
having his toenails cut and would become very
upset as soon as he saw the clippers.
Through his therapy, Jayden has learned so many
things. He’s learned colours, shapes and everyday
items in 2D and 3D forms. He picked these up
so quickly. This led to understanding two-step
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instructions such as ‘Touch mummy sleeping’ and
finding items like his shoes and hat and bringing
them to me. His eye contact is incredible with
everyone he deals with now. He’s learned how to
imitate the therapists’ movements. Some of these
are smaller fine motor movements like rubbing
his hands together and touching his pointer finger
to his palm. Others are bigger movements like
balancing on one leg, rolling over and walking
backwards. He’d never really been interested in
trying to copy what I do outside of therapy, but
he is copying me more. For my nan’s birthday, he
was actually interested and helped me decorate
the cake. And he’s stopped buying wrapping paper.
One day, Jayden looked at the store as we walked
toward it, then walked straight past it. I was so
surprised and happy that he had overcome that.
We certainly don’t need any more wrapping paper.
We always have had such amazing therapists
working with Jayden. It is a very personal thing to
have people come into your home every day and
I always wanted them to feel like they were part
of our family. If I was struggling to work through a
behaviour, they always figured out how to help me
through it. We even had an exercise to teach Jayden
to tolerate having his toenails cut. I don’t know how
he would have become toilet trained without his
therapist team. I’m always excited to share with
Tiff and the team every success I experience with
Jayden—progress that probably wouldn’t seem like
a big deal to some parents but is a massive deal
to me—and know they are just as excited to hear
it. The support and encouragement they show is
incredible and something I will never forget.
One of the biggest goals I have for Jayden is his
communication and talking. He is working very
hard on his talking and can now make lots of mouth
movements like smacking his lips together, blowing
kisses and chomping his teeth. He is gaining control
over some basic sounds. He has learned how to
use the iPad for communication with the app called
Proloquo. Through that, he can communicate
things like needing to go to the toilet or wanting a
drink or food. He can also answer the type of social
questions people ask a child his age like, ‘What is
your name?’, ‘How old are you?’ and ‘What’s mum’s

name?’. His ability now to answer this last one, to
say ‘Carly’, in particular melts my heart.
To say that I pray everyday for my little boy to talk
would be an understatement. Anyone who knows
me knows how much I can’t wait for this. I know
parents get frustrated at hearing ‘Mum! Mum!
Mum!’ all day, but for me that’s a dream. I already
know that the day I get to hear ‘I love you too,
Mum’ will be one of the best days of my life.
Since starting with L4Life
I have become a single
mum. L4Life’s suppor t
through this has been
incredible. Tiff suggested
creating a visual schedule
for Jayden so he knows
what therapis ts are
coming and whether he’ll
be sleeping at Mummy’s
or Daddy’s. So I have this
chart of photos that Jayden
refers to. It has settled him
to know where he is going
and where he is sleeping.
Jayden has been accepted
into Kinder next year for
two full days a week. I
am beyond excited for
Jayden, but also absolutely
petrified. It eases my mind
to know that his therapists
will be there to support
him. My goal is for him not
to need therapy at Kinder
but to participate with his peers. He’s currently
working on independent skills to prepare him,
which eases my mind a little.
L4Life have my heart. They will never know how
much I am beyond grateful for what they have
done and continue to do for my little boy. I feel
it’s not just an organisation but a supportive
community and even more a family. To this day,
I still want to become as much of an expert as I
can about Autism and the various therapies that
can support my little boy!
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Thank you…

to the following donors and supporters for 2016/17
Corporate

Service Supporters

WCD Workers’ Compensation Solutions
Bendigo Bank
MusicWorks Magic
Working Dog Productions
Australian Motoring Services
Global X Legal Solutions
Volvo Cars of Brighton
Melbourne Pathology Services
Coco Beauty Retreat Mansfield
Shadowfax Wines

Wilson Pateras
DFK Kidsons
Snap Printing Preston
Sally McNeilly – Peak HR
WeAreDigital
Trybooking
Artifishal Studios

Community Groups and Clubs
Rotary Club of Mont Albert and Surrey Hills
(MASH)
Rotary Club of Albert Park/International Rotary
Women in Rotary
Charity Drive Days
Stage Art

to the
for su

A & L Arti
Acorn Nu
Addie De
Amanda S
Amora Riv
Andrew W
Anna Dun
Annabelle
Antra Lans
Apatchy
Ask Ruthie
Belinda Ba
Billy Lids
Blood Ora
Bob Stewa
Bounce Gl
Box Hill In
Café Blac
Campbell
Canary Jan
Cannings F
Carol Barc
Cathy Qui
Celia And
Centonove
Chemart H
Chesbroug
Chris’ Beac
Cilauro
Christine K
Clare Cros
Clip ‘N Cli
Crown Me
Daniel Gut
David Favr
Global
Deborah A
Décor De
Diamonds
Doyles Bri
East Hawt
Eileen Gru

Major Private Donors
The Rogers Family
The Sowersby Family
The McCoppin Family
Pallet Logistics P/L
The Tisdall Family
The Verrios Family
The Hewawasam and Perera Household
Anonymous

Trusts and Foundations
The 5 Point Foundation
Igniting Change Foundation
John & Betty Laidlaw Legacy, managed by Equity
Trustees
The Learning for Life Endowment Fund
Collier Charitable Fund
Lesley McMullin Foundation
The William Angliss Charitable Fund
The Grace and Emilio Foundation
J and Hope Knell Trust
Samuel Nissen Foundation
Helen Macpherson Smith Trust
Carleton Family Charitable Trust
A and C Cross Foundation
Anonymous
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Special thanks…

to the following individuals and organisations
for supporting our 2016 Ball and AbilTEA campaign
A & L Artistic Framers
Acorn Nursery
Addie De Nittis (Abilitea)
Amanda Sampson
Amora Riverwalk
Andrew Worssam
Anna Dunn
Annabelle Hale
Antra Lanskis/Taupeology
Apatchy
Ask Ruthie Melbourne
Belinda Balcombe
Billy Lids
Blood Orange
Bob Stewarts
Bounce Glen Iris
Box Hill Institute
Café Blac
Campbell Dobin
Canary Jane
Cannings Free Range Butchers
Carol Barclay
Cathy Quinn
Celia And Michael Hirsh
Centonove
Chemart Hawthorn
Chesbrough Family
Chris’ Beacon Point/
Cilauro Family
Christine Kotsios
Clare Cross
Clip ‘N Climb
Crown Metropol
Daniel Guthrie/Holly Moreton
David Favretto/
Global X Solutions (Abilitea)
Deborah Amon-Cotter
Décor Detail
Diamonds Basketball Team
Doyles Bridge Hotel
East Hawthorn Gourmet Meats
Eileen Gruen
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Elle Naturale Olinda
Ena Beaty Products
Envisage Skin And Body
Eugenie Cashmere
Faye Spencer
Great Ocean Road Real Estate
Hewlett Packard
Hirsh Family
Hokey Curator
Ian Sharp Jewellers
John Salter
Jubilee Sailing Trust
K9 Positive Training
Kate Seyers
Kathy Cameron
Kingfisher Brands
L4life Artists Charlie and Michael
(Greeting Cards)
L4life Ball Committee
L4life Volunteers
Larry Ponting/Jpj Audio
Leonda By The Yarra
Lido Cinemas
Lindy Judge
Little Temper Café
Love, Eat, Cake
by Lisa Robertson
Luscious Affairs
Mary Brest (Abilitea)
Masquerade
Md Health Pilates Kew
Melanie Larkey (Abilitea)
Melbourne Recital Centre
Melbourne Star
Observation Wheel
Melbourne Street Tours
Melbourne Theatre Company
Metta Health & Psychology
Mint Gift Shop
Moose Toys
Naomi Simmonds
Natasha Kapoor (Abilitea)

Nature’s Formula
Nick and Maggie Murphy
Panache
Parenthood
Paul Salter
Paul Velissaris Photography
Peninsual Hotel Tokyo
Pentaris Quality Fruits
Perros Coquetos
Pets On Elgar Vet Clinic
Philip Robertson
Portsea Village/Dunn Family
Provata Urban Larder
Rashmee Bala
Reunion Café
Rhodes Skin and Spa
Robyn & Jon Hutchins
Rosemary Worssam
Shadowfax
Simone Perele
Signorelli Fresh Fruit
and Vegetables
Something Different
Southern Golf Club
Spa Ceylon Ayurveda
Sue Webster
Sue West (Abilitea)
Tassal
Tennis Australia
The 3 Bees
The Club
The Diamonds Girls
The Friday Group
The O’brien Group
The Wellness Manor
Tiffiny Hall/Tiffxo
Tom Gleisner
Vaporetto
Village Roadhsow
Volvo Cars of Brighton
Working Dog
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Collection of mugs drawn by Annabelle Hale for L4Life’s AbiliTEA campaign to support Autism Awareness Month (April)

25–27 High Street South, Kew, Victoria 3101
PO Box 7118 Hawthorn North 3122
Phone: (03) 9853 4607
Email: admin@learningforlife.com.au
Website: www.learningforlife.com.au
ABN 47 260 122 955
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